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INTRODUCTION
This trail, which takes you around the western side of 
the cemetery, provides a basic introduction to 
geology (the science of the earth) as exemplified 
through rocks found in the cemetery. The trail is 
suitable for the amateur geologist as well as those  

with little or no knowledge of geology. 

The appendix to this trail provides basic explanatory 
notes on rock formation, rock groups and weathering 
and should be useful in ‘setting the scene’.

WHAT ROCKS CAN BE FOUND IN THE CEMETERY?

Theoretically any rock could be used to create a 
monument to a loved one. 

However, clays (such as Oxford Clay and Gault Clay) 
absorb water and so form an incoherent mass; chalk 
is too soft to carve and engrave; and some 
sandstones are too friable/poorly cemented to work 
i.e. to shape and engrave, so those rocks will not be 

used. 

What you are most likely to find are rocks which are 
durable, ‘easy’ to work and readily available either 
from the local area or the UK in general. In recent 

years rocks from abroad have become cheaper than 
those from the U.K. so expect to find granites, 
sandstones, some limestones and marbles       

(the latter imported from Europe), as well as the 
occasional use of slate and gneiss. 

The different rocks have varying degrees of 
resistance to the weather according to their 
composition and structure. Limestone and 
sandstone have a hardness of 3-4 on Mohs’ scale, 
marble is 4-7 and granite is 7-9. 

Mohs’ scale of mineral hardness is a qualitative scale 
based on the scratch resistance of various minerals. 
It was created in 1812 by the German geologist 
Friedrich Mohs. The scale is:  1 - Talc, 2 - Gypsum, 3 

- Calcite, 4 - Fluorite, 5 - Apatite, 6 - Orthoclase, 7 - 
Quartz, 8 - Topaz, 9 - Corundum and 10 - Diamond. 

THE TRAIL 

!! FOR YOU OWN SAFETY PLEASE KEEP TO THE PATHS AT ALL TIMES !! 

Turn right at the cemetery gates and stop to face the 
front of the Gatehouse Building with its three main 
sections – the office entrance on the right; the middle 

wall with the bell; and the staff area to the left. 
 
1. Gatehouse Building 

Right Section: 

This section of the building is made of large blocks of 
coarse sandstone which is a sedimentary rock. 
Sandstones form in a variety of environments such as 

on coastal beaches and in shallow seas, deserts and 
river floodplains. The size of sand particles reflects 
the energy of that area, so large (coarse) grains show 
that the sand was deposited in an area with strong 
wave, wind or river currents. The sand particles, once 
cemented together, commonly by calcium carbonate 
or silica, turn the loose sand into a sandstone.  

The window sills show larger grit-size particles 
standing proud of the surface. The lines across the 
blocks were made by the mason's saw which cut the 

blocks. 

As no rock layers can be seen the rock is described as 
being coarse-bedded. (Note: to see some excellent 

sand and coarser gritstones, complete with bedding, 
then go to the nearby Skeldergate Bridge). 

Middle Section: 

This is made of large blocks of magnesium 
limestone (as opposed to calcium carbonate 
limestone) which is common in East Yorkshire. The 
stone is likely to have come from Tadcaster, which 
was known as Calcaria, ‘place of limestone’ by the 
Romans. 

Magnesian limestone is a sedimentary rock of mixed 

mineral/organic origin which formed in shallow sub-
tropical seas in the Permian period some 299-252 
million years ago. 

The layers (beds) were built up gradually over time 
and some of the blocks show sub-parallel beds. These 
layers would have been deposited horizontally on the 
sea bed – so the large vertical block to the right of 
the bell shows that the block has been set at 90° to 
how it formed. 

Disruptions in the beds are probably caused by sea 
disturbance and animal activity. Deep pitting to some 
blocks shows the susceptibility to weathering. 

Look to the right above the grate (which is at ground 

level, over an open space) – here the bedding is 
horizontal. You can also see cross-bedding, which 
shows the layers which built up in small ripples on the 
sea bed. 

Continued overleaf 
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Gatehouse Building continued  

 

In cross-bedding the beds form concave-upwards. 
Some blocks in the wall are concave downwards, 
showing the block is ‘upside down’ compared to how 
it formed.) 

Continue along the path and opposite the double 
doors to the brick built workshop find the monument 

to Mary Jackson on the second row from the path 
 

2. Mary Jackson 

The monument is made of 
sandstone, which is a 
much finer grain than that 
of the cemetery office. 
Weathering is causing the 
lower part of the stone to 

flake off in thin, irregular 
sheets. This will have 

been caused by the rock 
expanding minutely, sub-
parallel to the rock face, 
and rain getting into the 
cracks. Freeze-thaw will 

have expanded the cracks 
until fragments break off. 

This will also have been made worse by any lichen or 
plant activity inside the cracks. 

Two monuments to the right is the monument to 
Annie Hurworth and adjacent to that the monument 
to Sarah Byers 
 

3. Annie Hurworth & Sarah Byers 

 
These two monuments are of marble. This is a 

metamorphic rock created when an original chalk 

(limestone) deposit was baked at high temperature. 

The script to Annie Hurworth's monument is in lead 
letters (known as perpetual lettering) attached to the 
face of the stone by small pegs dating from 1904 and 
is still very clear. 

The monument to Sarah Byers also dates to 1904 but 

on this stone the text has been engraved. However, 
weathering, mostly by the action of rain, has made 
the text difficult to read as the acid and other 
chemicals in the rain have dissolved the limestone. 

Ahead. The 6th monument on the right past the pond 
is the monument to Arnold Reynolds 
 

4. Arnold Reynolds 

This monument is a 
deep pink granite.  
Granites come in a 
range of colours and 
crystal sizes. The large 

distinct crystals are 

called phenocrysts. The 
pink mineral is 
orthoclase feldspar, 
white crystals are 
plagioclase feldspar, the 
glassy mineral is quartz 

and the smaller black 
grains are biotite and 
hornblende. 

Granites form deep in the earth’s crust from cooling 
magma and are only exposed at the surface when the 
overlying rocks are eroded. Granites are common in 
southwest England (e.g. Dartmoor, Bodmin Moor) and 
famously in Yosemite in California, where the cliff 
face is some 900 metres of near-vertical rock. 

Ahead and pass through the gap in the hedge and 
make your way to the Cross of Sacrifice 
 

5. Cross of Sacrifice 

This Cross of Sacrifice, 

erected in 1949, 
replaces an earlier one 
which was damaged by 
enemy action in 1940. 
The monument is made 
of Portland Stone, a 

very resistant shelly 
oolitic limestone from 
the Jurassic period, 

quarried from the Isle of 
Portland in Dorset.  

Note: much of the 
Cotswold area of the UK 

is underlain by oolitic 
limestone, which has been used to build many of the 
cream-coloured buildings there. 

The rock formed on the floor of a shallow, warm, sub-

tropical sea. Small particles of sand or shell 
fragments formed a nucleus, which became coated 
with layers of calcite as they were rolled around in 
the calcium-rich muddy sea bed. The calcite gradually 
accreted around the fragments of shell in concentric  

layers, forming small balls less than 0.5 mm diameter, 
called ooliths (Greek, egg-shaped).  

The ooliths became partially cemented together 
(lithified) by more calcite, to form the oolitic 
limestone. 

Continued overleaf 
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The Cross of Sacrifice continued  

Also visible are fragments of shell, probably bivalves 
(similar to oysters). 

The degree of cementation is such that the stone is 
sufficiently well cemented to allow it to resist 
weathering but not so well cemented that it can't be 
readily worked by masons. This is one of the reasons 
why Portland stone is favoured as a monumental and 

architectural stone.  
Portland stone has been used to build St Paul’s 
Cathedral, Buckingham Palace, the United Nations HQ 
in New York and the cenotaph. Across the world, and 
within York Cemetery, the monuments of British 
personnel killed in the First and Second World Wars 
are made of Portland Stone. 

 
Facing the Cross turn right and walk towards the 
hedge. Turn right at the hedge and turn left at the 
next gap. About midway along this path on the left 
and separated by four monuments are the 
monuments to Maurice Patterson and Ronald 

Fenwick 
 

6. Maurice Patterson & Ronald Fenwick 

Both monuments are of the metamorphic rock, 
gneiss. 

That of Maurice Patterson is largely made up of grey 

minerals, quartz and hornblende. Whereas that of 

Ronald Fenwick, is composed of more lighter grey and 
pink minerals. 

In both cases the distinctive feature which identifies 
these monuments as gneiss is the distinct banding 
(foliation) of the minerals – under high temperatures 
other rocks begin to change their crystal structure 

but it is the great pressure which causes the minerals 
to become aligned. Should temperature & pressure 
increase further the rock will partially melt and a 
migmatite rock would be created. 

Retrace your steps through the gap in the hedge and 
turn right. Ahead. Pass through the gap in the hedge, 

continue with the dwarf wall and steps on your right. 
15m from the 'T' junction and on your right is the 

monument to Robert Palliser with its back to the 
path 
 
 
 

 

7. Robert Palliser 

 

The memorial is made of ironstone, a sedimentary 
sandstone which is particularly rich in iron. This is 
perhaps the only memorial in the cemetery made of 
this particular type of rock. Ironstones form in areas 
where there is a high concentration of iron in the 

environment, such as in some desert areas or in iron-
rich seas.  

Due to oxidation (rusting of the iron) the memorial is 
a dull orange in colour. Close visual examination of 
the memorial shows it to be weathered to a depth of 
several millimetres, but you are advised not to touch 
the memorial as the loose weathered surface will 
easily break off, so causing the memorial to become 

thinner; indeed, the presence of the surface layer of 

weathered stone helps protect the un-weathered 
stone below. 

Ahead to 'T' junction and turn left. Ahead passing 
junctions on your left and right. At the corner of 
Chapel Lawn on your left is the monument to Abel 
Ellis 
 

8. Abel Ellis 

This is a very unusual 
sedimentary rock type, 
greywacke (German, 

grauwacke, signifying a 
grey, earthy rock). 

One other occurrence of 

this rock in the cemetery 
is a small ovoid plaque 
on the wall at the 
Cemetery Road end of 
Butterfly Walk. 

Greywackes form in the 
deep ocean, at the foot 
of the continental slope, 
the steep gradient which 

marks the ‘edge’ of the continent and the start of the 
ocean deeps. 

Deep currents transfer fine clays, sands and other 
small particles away from land to the edge of the 

continental slope where they gradually build up. 
Perhaps triggered by an earthquake, or their own 
mass, this material cascades at great speed down the 
slope as aturbidity current and spreads out and 

settles on the deep ocean floor.  
Continued overleaf 
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Abel Ellis continued  

(NB turbidity currents have been responsible for the 
breaking of communication cables which cross the 
ocean floor.) The result is a jumble of angular 
particles (gravel size or smaller) and sands, set in a 
very fine grained clay matrix.  

Look closely at the monument and that is what you 
will see. Over time, pressure compacts the sediment 

to give this very compact and resistant rock. Some 
people might mistake this for an igneous rock but it 
clearly has no crystal structure, which shows it to be 
of sedimentary origin. 

Ahead. Turn left at the yew tree and pass the rear of 
the Chapel. Turn right on the indistinct path opposite 
the bench. Toward the end of this path and on the 

right (third from the end) is the monument to 
Jacques Berthoud 
 

9. Jacques Berthoud 

This monument is made 
of slate, a metamorphic 
rock. On the surface you 
can see the original 
layers which made up 

this rock when it formed 
as shale. Shale, a 
sedimentary rock 
composed of clay 
minerals, is compressed 

mud which will have 
accumulated on the sea 

bed, in river estuaries or 
in lakes. In all cases it 
will have been an 

environment of low energy (gentle currents), allowing 
the very fine particles to settle to the floor. Clay 
grains are very small, each less than 1/256 mm 

across and have the shape of a playing card. 

Under immense and prolonged pressure (during 
mountain building periods) the particles moved from 
the random alignment which they adopted when 
forming as a shale to a situation where they are all 
aligned together, like a pack of cards: it is this 

alignment which allows slate to be split so readily 

along what is termed cleavage planes. 

On this monument, which has been split along such a 
plane, the original sedimentary beds are still 
apparent. 

Slate is not commonly found in this cemetery but is 
common in the Lake District where the rock was 
quarried. 

Ahead. Turn right and stand in front of the Chapel 
 

10. The Chapel 

The Cemetery Chapel, like the gatehouse building in 
1 above, is built of local magnesium limestone. 

This stonework also exhibits bedding, cross bedding 

and some disturbance, as well as quite extensive 
weathering.  

The large pink memorials on either side of the door 
are polished granite from Peterhead in Scotland.  

 

The sparkle in the rock comes from mica minerals 

(Latin, shining). What is unusual here is that the 
granite contains several small black pieces of rock 
which are parts of the country-rock which surrounded 
the magma chamber in which the granite formed. 
These are known as xenoliths (foreign rock). Those 

fragments fell into the magma, which cooled and set 
around them before they were melted. 

Outside the chapel door, 
on the floor, are two 
large slabs of purple 
slate. (Even larger 
pieces of slate which 

have been cleaved to 
give an almost faultless 

flat surface are used in 
the manufacture of pool 
and snooker tables.) 

 

 

 

 
With your back to the Chapel go to the large 
monument in the right corner of the parking area 
 

11. Charles Robinson 

This monument, a 

column of highly 
weathered limestone, 
commemorates Charles 
Robinson, a pharmacist 
who died in 1847 and 
who is buried near the 

Minster. 

This limestone, unlike 
anything found in the 
area, has been identified 
by local stonemasons as 
being quarried at Caen 

in northern France. 

Facing the Charles Robinson monument turn right and 
then left at the bench and yew tree. You are now on 
Lime Avenue. Ahead and take the first path on your 
left. The second to last monument on your right is to 

Henrietta (surname is unclear) – the inscription 
is on the side facing away from the path 
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12. Henrietta Monument 

 

This large monument is made of sandstone with 
distinct plant embellishment along the top edges. The 
top of the stone has broken off. Additionally, the text 
(which faces away from the path) is heavily 
weathered. 

An unusual feature of this monument is that the 
sandstone has a large inlay of marble carved in the 
shape of fleur-de-lis, upon which the raised 
impression of other flowers can be seen. The 
sandstone has been heavily weathered, aggravated 
by ivy growth taking advantage of the loose surface, 
while the marble is still in good condition. 

Return to Lime Avenue and turn left. Turn left at the 

next junction on your left. Ahead to the Mary Jane 
Clarke monument (a large pillar on the left) and turn 
left onto the mown path. 

!! TAKE CARE ON THE MOWN PATH !! 

Ahead to the monument to John Philips 

 
13. John Philips 

The memorial to John 
Phillips lies flat on the 
ground, a large slab of 
sandstone which, 
through time, has 
become so weathered 

that is almost impossible 
to discern any of the 
engraved text. However, 
adjacent to it is a 
recently-raised memorial 
of Yorkshire sandstone 
which identifies Phillips 

as someone who 
deserves world-wide 
acknowledgement.  

It was he who published the first global geological 
time scale, based on the correlation of fossils he 
found across Britain in different rock strata, so 

helping to standardise crucial geological terms 

including that of the Mesozoic era (“Middle Life”, also 
known as the age of reptiles), which he invented. (NB 
in the grounds of the Yorkshire Museum is a mosaic 
which depicts the geology of Yorkshire using local 
rocks.) 

Return to the path and turn left. Go down the steps. 

 
!! TAKE CARE ON THE STEPS!! 

 
Turn left onto the curving path. Ahead. Turn right at 
the cross junction (with the Chapel to your left). Walk 
toward the high wall in the distance. 

Most of the monuments along this path are 
sandstones, as well as a few of granite, some of 
the former showing severe weathering through 
splitting and flaking. On the right is another slate 
monument with a cut-out cross. 

Near the end of this path on the left and just beyond 
the chest tomb to the Taylor Family is the monument 

to George Douglas 

 
14. George Douglas 

This monument, with 
lead lettering and 
carved embellishments 
along its top edge, is 

made of crinoidal 
limestone. Crinoids are 
sea animals related to 
sea urchins and starfish. 
Simply, they have the 
appearance of a sea 

urchin/starfish mix, with 
a long stem which fixed 

them to the sea floor. 
When they died the 
stem broke into circular 
or pentagonal segments 

and the body (calyx) and arms of the animal also 

broke. 

In the headstone you can see fragments of the stem, 
like a piece of small broken pipe. Later, near the 
larvikite column (Section 16), is a simple cross 
carved of crinoidal limestone. 

Ahead and turn left at the 'T' junction. You are now 
on Butterfly Walk. Most of the monuments on the 

left are of sandstone and granite. The memorial to 

Frances Cooper has a flower of marble set into the 
sandstone (similar to the memorial of Henrietta, 11, 
seen earlier). Ahead to the far end of Butterfly Walk 
and turn left, where the path is parallel to Cemetery 
Road. 

On your right is an area of Victorian children's graves. 
Most of the monuments are of local sandstone and 
date from circa 1904-08. The monuments are in good 
condition and show only moderate weathering, 
consequently, the engravings can still be read.   

On the left side of the path the gravestones are larger 
and are of mixture of rock types including sandstone, 

gabbro (a dark, coarse-grained igneous rock, 
composed of augite, olivine and feldspar) and 

marble. 

Ahead to the white stonemason's building and turn 
left. Within a few paces on your left is a large Celtic 
Cross monument to Percy Collingwood and E. E. 
Harper 
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15. Percy Collingwood & E. E. Harper 
 

This monument is 
marble and being 
relatively soft, the 
stonemason has been 
able to carve the stone 

into quite an intricate 
pattern. 

However, as the rock 
weathers quite easily the 
text is in lead letters 
fixed to the stone with 
pegs. 

Researchers can 

calculate the speed of 
weathering in an area based on when the stone was 
raised and how far the letters stand proud of the rock 
surface today. 

Ahead a few paces, on the lawn to the right, is the 
monument to Harold & Jessie Campbell 

 
16. Harold & Jessie Campbell 

This monument 
is a book carved 
in marble, 
again showing 

the detail which 
can be carved in 

such rock. 

 

 

 

Turn right behind the building. In the second row and 
close to the building is the monument to Edward 

Brown 
 

17. Edward Brown 

This monument 
is of slate. The 
key quality of 
slate is its 

cleavage i.e. 
the ability to 
split evenly; 
this is useful 
when creating 
a smooth 

surface but 
unless the slate 

is very resistant it means it is hard to carve, as the 
surface flakes away. 

Move to the adjacent monument to Kathleen and 
Jack Saywell 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

18. Kathleen and Jack Saywell 

This is an igneous rock, 
granodiorite. 

Granodiorite is similar to 
granite but has less 
quartz (which is 
grey/glassy), so is darker. 

The hardness of this rock 
is reflected in the quality 
of the carving which has 
been done to this 
monument. 

 

 

 
 

Move to the next row. Immediately adjacent to the 
building is the monument to Muriel Thomas 

 
19. Muriel Thomas 

This is a metamorphic 
rock, a dark gneiss (see 
also 5 above). This 
shows the typical 
mineral alignment or 

foliation of such rock, 
caused by high 
temperature and 
pressure deep in the 

crust, often a result of 
mountain building 

activity. 

Along the base of the 
walls of the 
stonemason's building, 
below the blockwork, are 

sheets of rapakivi granite. The dark mass of the 
rock is hornblende and biotite and this contains large 

rounded crystals which are lighter in colour – these 
are composed of orthoclase feldspar with a rim of 
oligoclase (a plagioclase feldspar). (Rapakivi is 
Finnish for crumbly rock, and was so named by the 
Finnish petrologist who first identified it.) The rock 
formed as sills, less than 10km below the earth’s 

surface. This is an uncommon rock, not found in the 

UK, but it is found in the Americas, the Baltic, 
Greenland, Africa and E. and S. Asia. 

Move some 25m away from the stonemason's 
building beyond the edge of the lawn area to the 
ornate pillared monument to James Morrison 
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20. James Morrison   

This ornate circular pillar 
about 1.5 m high with a 
chalice on top is made of 
larvikite, an igneous rock 
from the Larvik area of 
southern Norway. The 

crystals are very large as 
this rock cooled at great 
depth some 292-298 
million years ago. 

The very shiny bluish 
crystals are the mineral 
labradorite, a plagioclase 

feldspar and the shiny 

effect is called Schillerization. 

Return via the nearest path towards the large beech 
tree in the raised walled bed, near the stonemason's 
building. At the edge of the triangular area is the 
monument to Martin Marko 

 
21. Martin Marko 

 
This monument is also of 
larvikite 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
To the rear and right of the Marko monument is that 

to Elsie Fletcher 
 

22. Elsie Fletcher 

This monument is of 
adamellite (also known 
as pink granite, 
although its mineral 
composition means it’s 
not actually a granite). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To the rear and right of the Fletcher monument is 
that to Albert Buck 

 
23. Albert Buck 

This very distinctive 
headstone, carved in 
white marble, is a very 
detailed car. 

Looking closely at the 

stone you can see the 
marble resembles 
granulated sugar, hence 

it having what is called 
a saccharoidal texture. 

Looking around that 

lawn area and to the 
area behind the 
stonemason’s building 
you will see many 

monuments in (shiny) black rock. These are likely to 
be the igneous rocks gabbro (if the crystals are large) 
or dolerite (the same composition as gabbro but of 

smaller crystals). 

Return to the Entrance where this trail ends 

 

 

We really hope you enjoyed this trail. Why not try another one. 
We hope you enjoyed this trail and that it inspired you to find out more about York Cemetery. 

A trail of this kind can give only a flavour of what the Cemetery has to offer, so why not: 

• Try one of our guided walks 

• Become a Friend of York Cemetery 

• Become a Volunteer 

(Pick up a leaflet or see the website for more details)

This Trail was prepared by Neil Bartlett in 2017. Layout by Keith Lea
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APPENDIX 

ROCK FORMATION AND ROCK GROUPS 
There are three principal rock groups, each of which 
has many rock types. 

1. Igneous rocks 

Igneous rocks (Latin, ignis = fire) are formed from 
molten magma (approx. 600-1200°C) that cools and 

solidifies either within the earth’s crust, creating 
intrusive rocks, surrounded by pre-existing rock (the 
country rock), or on the surface, creating extrusive 
rocks.  

N.B. In 1991 the International Union of Geological 
Sciences, IUGS, reviewed and amended the 

classification of igneous rocks and devised a system 
in which 297 rocks have been classified, out of circa 
1500 that exist. 

When magma cools slowly large mineral grains or 
crystals will form; examples of such coarse-grained 
rocks are granite and gabbro. 

Magma which cools more quickly, perhaps just below 

the earth’s surface, leads to smaller crystals forming; 
hence granite magma may form a microgranite rock 
– the rock has the identical composition as granite 
but the crystals are smaller. Similarly a gabbroic 
magma may lead to gabbro or dolerite. 

Extrusive igneous rocks form when magma is 

released as lava onto the earth’s surface (including 
underwater) by volcanoes or fissures. Lava cools and 
solidifies quicker than magma so these rocks are fine-
grained or glassy, such as basalt and obsidian. 

Pumice is a highly gaseous lava which has cooled so 

quickly, often in the sea, that gas bubbles ‘freeze’ 
leaving large pores called vesicles; pumice has no 
crystal structure, so is actually a glass, and it may be 
so low in density that it floats on water.  

2. Sedimentary rocks 

Sedimentary rocks are mostly formed when rock 
fragments produced by the action on existing rocks of 
rivers, the sea and ice, are cemented together e.g. 

rounded pebbles become cemented to form a 

conglomerate, sand particles make sandstone, 
clay particles make shale. 

Other sedimentary rocks are formed by the 
accumulation of organic matter such as coal, chalk 
and limestone. 

Sedimentary rocks may contain fossils. A 
sedimentary rock may be composed of very resistant 
particles but if the cement is weak then the rock may 
be easily eroded. 

3. Metamorphic rocks 

Metamorphic rocks (Latin, change in form) are 
created when other rocks are affected by significant 

increases in temperature and/or pressure. 

These forces can cause particles to become aligned 
(e.g. shale → slate) or to partially melt/recrystallize 
and become cemented (chalk and limestone → 
marble). 

With ever-increasing temperature and pressure a clay 
rock will undergo increasing levels of metamorphism 
(crystals become larger and the grains become more 
aligned), resulting ultimately in the rock melting and 
becoming magma. So:  shale → slate → phyllite → 

schist → gneiss → migmatite → magma. 

WEATHERING 

Weathering is the breakdown of rocks at the Earth’s 
surface. There are three types of weathering: 

1. Physical Weathering 

This is largely caused by the effects of changing 
temperature on rocks, sometimes assisted by water: 

 Freeze-thaw - when water continually seeps into 

cracks, freezes and expands, eventually breaking 
the rock apart) 

 Exfoliation - when cracks develop due to the 
reduction in pressure during uplift and erosion. 

2. Chemical weathering 

This is caused by rain water reacting with the 

minerals in rocks to form new minerals (especially 
clays) and soluble salts. These reactions occur 
particularly when the water is slightly acidic. The 
most important chemical weathering process are: 

 Solution – the removal of rock in solution by 
acidic rainwater e.g. limestone is weathered by 
rainwater containing dissolved CO2   

 Hydrolysis - the breakdown of rock by acidic 
water to produce clay and soluble salts. 

 Oxidation - the breakdown of rock by oxygen and 

water, often giving iron-rich rocks a rusty-coloured 
weathered surface 

3. Biological weathering 

This is a result of the actions of living organisms: 

 Trees put down roots through joints or cracks in 
the rock; as the tree grows, the roots gradually 
prize the rock apart. 

 Many animals bore into rocks for protection either 

by scraping away the grains or secreting acid to 
dissolve the rock. 

 Algae and lichens produce chemicals that help 
break down the rock on which they live, so they 
can get the nutrients they need.

Please refer overleaf for the TRAIL MAP 
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